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ToNo' Managing Director
M/s Agr'awal Renewable Energy Pvt. Ltd.

Anand Bhawan, Old Station Road,
Margoa, Goa- 403601

Fax a1 1 -24361 298

Telearam: RENEWABLE

08.03 2013
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Dated ..-.."..-

Sub: Channel partner (Photovoltaic) for off-grid solar programme under JNNSM

Sir,
It is to inform that the Ministry has accepted the rating report (SP3B) by ICRA on Mis

Agrawal Renewable Energy Pvt. Ltd., Margoa to participate as Channel Partner under its

,r-h"r" on 'Off-Grid and Decentralized Solar Applications' of JNNSM with the following

conditions:
2. The approval is subject to verification of credentials of your company by the Ministry officials

or the officials appointed by the Ministry for verification purpose.

3. The validity period for your company as channel padner is up to 27-.01,j2=915

4. M/s Agrawal Renewable can handle projects up to 400kWp for the entiie tenure period.

S. The piojects generated by M/s Agrawal Renewable can be submitted directly to Chairman,
project npprovJt Committee (PAC) for consideration. Minimum size of the project to be

submitted for consideration should be 50kWp. No proposal will be accepted in last month of the

tenure period.
6. Once project is apprcved by the Ministry, it can be executed by the company.

7. The equipment insialled in the project will be in accordance with the specifications/minimum

technical requirements laid down by MNRE from time to time.
g. The channel partner will have capacity to provide complete facility for installation and

maintenance of Solar photovoltaic Systems including supporting infrastructure and disclose

charges for each service through pamphlets, rate list, website etc.
g. Tlie channel partner will also associate themselves in creating awareness and education end

users/potential beneficiaries in order to promote use of renewable energy.

10. lt may be noted that Channel Partners are not required to use Govt. Logo on any of their

pamphlets/advertisements/publications and website. In case any of them is found using logo

they may be debarred from the programme.
j j. lf the M/s Agrawal Renewable is not able to generate projects of at least 50% of the

allocated capacity within tenure period, (i.e.200kWp) then your company will be debarred for

further renewal' 
Yours faithfqily -.
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(Dr. G. Prasad)
ScientistE/Director

Tele fax- 011-24361151

Copv to:
1. JS (TK)/Sci-F (AR)
2. PSO to SecretarY, MNRE
3. Concerned File


